
E ven though Pilates is  becoming as ubiquitous as the 
treadmill in fitness circles, that doesn't mean the 
method is  being practiced as i twas intended. Google 

"Pilates" and you'll find a dizzying array of videos, mats 
and other equipment. Private instruction i s  not an inexpen- 
sive pursuit. The question i s  ... can you find quality Pilates 
instruction on a DVD? 

The answer i s  complex. On the one hand, there is no sub- 
stitute for private instruction from a well-educated trainer. On 
the other, not everyone has access to such training. Videos can 
fulfill many needs. "I think some movement and some learn- 
ing from a DVD i s  far better than nothing," says Peter Fiasca, 
founder of Classical Pilates, Inc. and creator of a set of six 
Pilates DVDs. "However, it's far from ideal."Videos definitely 
should not be a jumping off point for any novice Pilates 
enthusiast, because without a solid foundation and regular 
evaluation, you won't know if you're performing Pilates cor- 
rectly or not. "It's very important to have that objectivity of 
someone seeing your blind spots," emphasizes Fiasca. "Our 
bodies will take the easy way out when they get a chance!" 

Fiasca created the Classical Pilates DVDs initially as a way 
to record Joseph Pilates' work. He studied in the original New 
York studio under Romana Kryzanowska, who is  widely 
regarded as one of the most well-known pupils of the so- 
called "first-generation" teachers, meaning teachers who stud- 
ied with Joseph Pilates himself. 

The videos have a "documentary" feel to them, and the 
exercises are performed wholly as Pilates himself intended, 
without pausing to break down each exercise, as is  customary 
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in many mat classes today. "That was the main reason we 
made that whole series- to show people what true classical 
Pilates is  all about,"says Bob Liekens, a director at Power 
Pilates who also studied under ~ r~zanowska in  the New York 
studio. It is  Liekens' voice you hear on most of the Classical 
Pilates DVDs, guiding the students through the workout. 

Another reason to eschew practicing Pilates exclusively via 
electronics i s  probably precisely why some people crave 
them: privacy. "It's importantfor Pilates to be in a more public 
sphere," says Fiasca. "By watching other people, you learn. By 
other people watching you, you bring things out of yourself 
just to be present in the moment that you probably wouldn't 
otherwise do." In other words, it's easier to fake it at home. 
No one will be able to give you crucial feedback. "An instruc- 
tor can check if you're really correctly aligned doing the exer- 
cises," says Liekens. "If you have a video, nobody wil l  super- 
vise you and you might think you're doing it correctly when 
actually, you're working into an injury.". 

That being said, the Classical Pilates videos can play a vital 
role in your Pilates education. Being able to see the exercises 
done in the dynamic, robust way that Joseph Pilates intended 
can be an epiphany for students of the method. "By watching 
someone do it, it really helps people identify with the teacher 
and gives the viewer a visual goal," says Fiasca, who often 
suggests that his students, once properly introduced to the 
method, view his DVDs. "Once they see it, they go, 'Yes! 
That's it- now I understand how to get my body from point A 
to point 6.'" 

Fiasca contends that those students make exponentially 



I be able to give you cr 31 ft bat 
'faster progress once they have studied the DVDs, and are more apt to make 
,the mind-body connection that.is, required to take Pilates to the next level. 
'fie subtleties involyed rarely become apparent to students until they are 
-three, five or even eight years ihto Pilater, according to Fiasca. The DVDS can 
speed that process along. 

Telling the general public that you wil l  spend five years before truly 
understanding an exercise seems counterintuitive, marketing-wise. This is 

,,one reason for the rise in weekend"certifications" and the watering down 
of the original method. However, Liekens and Fiasca both hope for a grad- 
ual tightening of standards, simila'r to those that existed before Pilates' pop- 
ularity-exploded. "his was a period of expanding- five, seven years 
ago ... nobody knew-about Pilates. Now, everybody knows the name and the 
concept. So t W s  good. We spread out, it's there," says Liekens. "Now what 
we have to do i9pull. qp the quality and be more and more demanding!' 

Liekens, originaly.:from Belgium, began studying Pilates in 1983 atThe 
Pilates Studio..tC~$i~wska invited him.to teach Pilates in 1986, which was, 
at that time,, t k : @ r i l y ~ a y  lo become certified. There was no structured pro- 
gram in pIaceif&xappreofices- when Kryzanowska decided you were ready to 
leave her tutt$@;&iefdd you. Typically that took three years- far longer 
than any certi@&g @togram that exists today. 

"As far as @@$&r<d, We could go back to three years," says Liekens, 
who is  trouhled b+p&?~ easy it is for instructors to become "certified" in 
Pilates today.,'i@dFl ?dvnIt fhink that would run in the marketplace right 
now." Fiasca is even,more.zealous in his quest to preserve traditional Pilates, 
citing that as the prhcipa[ reason for the creation of Classical Pilates videos. 
"I think people gain them6stbeneficial results from the method if they keep 
the work intact as Mr.,B/lates.intended," he says carefully. "I just have a pas- 
sion and devotion to keepingMr. Pilates' original ideas with their intended 
integrity." 

However, Liekens 
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your body, onemveek  is notgoingto do;it,l' says Liekens. "Gravity never 
takes a day off." 4 


